
 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Adam Mazza to Lead Dodgeball starting 2020 
 
Pittsburgh, PA, (August 30, 2019) -- Stonewall Alliance and Stonewall Sports Pittsburgh            
appoint Adam Mazza to role of Dodgeball Commissioner for 2020 and 2021 winter             
seasons.  
 
Adam Mazza’s candidacy highlights his past leadership involvement with Dodgeball spanning           
multiple seasons, in addition to his philanthropic efforts within and beyond Stonewall related             
activities. “I have been on the board for a long time, and I have a strong connection to its                   
success” states Mazza.  
 
Stonewall Dodgeball Pittsburgh began its first winter season in 2015 under the leadership of              
Ryan Carlisano. After his fifth season, Carlisano opted not to seek re-appointment of the              
position and Stonewall Alliance began the nomination process for appointing a new            
commissioner. As of 2019, Dodgeball is the second largest program offered in Pittsburgh with              
360 players in its most recent season.  
 

### 
 
  



 

About Stonewall Alliance 
Stonewall Alliance is an LGBTQ+ and Ally nonprofit organization dedicated to creating a unified              
community by offering opportunities for celebration, education, and recreation. Creating a           
culture whereby every person is inclusively respected and engaged, regardless of their race,             
religion, disability, age, sexual orientation, gender identity/expression, or any other identifiable           
characteristic.  
 
Stonewall Alliance recognizes that the LGBTQ+ is a fluid and evolving community, we commit              
ourselves to appreciate the full diversity of our community. We currently understand the term              
“LGBTQ+” to be the best representation of various sexual orientations and gender            
identity/expressions including lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, questioning,        
pansexual, asexual, intersexual, among others. 
 
Stonewall Alliance is based in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Learn more at stonewallallinace.org 
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